
 

 

   

Two-Way Visuals for Customer Support & Sales 

ChoiceViewTM allows organizations to talk/chat while instantly sharing visuals via smart devices or browsers. 

Live or automated (IVR) agents send any visuals—graphics, photos, documents, coupons, video clips, tickets—

to callers in real time using any network, any phone.  Customers also send photos, video clips, forms, & texts.  

                                            “Wow, now I see what you’re talking about!” TM    

Customers understand better when both hearing and seeing, so agents spend less time explaining, have 
more satisfied customers, and make more sales. Customers save visuals for later use, such as a ticket for a 
show or a coupon for a purchase. Complex transactions are handled efficiently and effectively with visual data. 

ChoiceView at a Glance  

Voice and visual data are joined securely during a transaction. If the mobile data session is dropped, it’s auto-
matically reconnected to the same agent or IVR port. Customers can save received visuals, input text, and share 
photos or video clips with agents or Interactive Voice Response (IVR) systems. Organizations save transaction 
records for their analytic reports. 

ChoiceView technology is over-the-top, omni-channel, and compatible with existing enterprise, contact center, 
web, and network infrastructure. It’s patented, award-winning, and secure with end-to-end encryption. 
Organizations use: 

• Live Agent software for Windows-based contact centers or individual PC users. 

• REST API to visually enable cloud or premises-based IVRs and turn them into Visual IVRs. 

• ‘Click-to-Call-and-View’ Widget to launch ChoiceView from a mobile web site. 

While calling, customers use a ChoiceView app to make the two-way ‘voice with visuals’ connection. The 
app is available in several formats and easily used during the call: 

• ChoiceView Mobile App for Apple and Android smart mobile devices. 

• Branded App that embeds the ChoiceView SDK (software developers kit).  

• Web App that can be used with any browser. 

With ChoiceView, callers are more engaged and understand information at least 600% better. Organizations im-
prove the customer experience, have more first-call resolutions, reduce operating costs, increase sales, and effi-
ciently complete transactions. In addition to customer service and support, use cases include remote patient 
monitoring, commerce, customer care, and many types of technical support. 

Seeing is Understanding 
To have a “Wow, now I see what you’re talking about!” ChoiceView experience, see the video 
demos, product information and use cases at www.RadishSystems.com. Try ChoiceView now! 
Download a free ChoiceView app from Apple Store or Android Play. Developers download the 
free SDK and REST API from Radish. Contact Radish for an instant demo or more information. 
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Share Visuals in Real-Time During Calls 



 

 

ChoiceView™ Use Case, Features & Benefits  

Customer calls for help with 

modem and gets ’voice and 

visual’ menu of IVR op�ons in 

browser.[1] 

Customer taps “Talk to Cus-

tomer Support” and transfers 

to live agent. Customer snaps 

& sends photo of back of mo-

dem to agent.[2] 

Agent adds nota�ons—Device 

1, Device 2—sends back & ex-

plains instruc�ons.[3]  

Customer: “Wow, now I see 

what you’re talking about!” 

Agents sends instruc�ons to 

save in customer’s History.[4]   

Agent describes upgrades; 

pleased customer buys bigger 

package. 

ChoiceView FEATURES ChoiceView BENEFITS 

Organization INSTANTLY sends mobile/browser callers ANY 
visual data in real time while talking/texting.  

Improves caller satisfaction and first-call resolution. 
Enhances productivity, sales, and  conversion rates.  

Caller instantly sends photos or video clips from the mobile 
app while talking/texting with agent/IVR. 

Visual information provides customer, remote patient, 
employee and technical support. 

Caller SAVES visuals, such as receipts, coupons, tickets, 
diagrams, or instructions, for later use. 

Organization provides immediate support, doesn't 
need to email/mail visuals has a record of the sent vis-
uals.  

ChoiceView automatically delivers caller’s information BE-
FORE agent/IVR answers. Transfers calls to other agents if 
needed. 

Caller doesn’t repeat information. Provides greater effi-
ciency and less caller frustration. 

ChoiceView automatically recovers dropped data sessions—
caller is reconnected with same agent/IVR.  

Call proceeds with visual data intact. Increases call 
completions and customer satisfaction.  

Cloud-based ChoiceView seamlessly works with existing 
networks, web and infrastructure.  

No expenditures for new telephony or IT systems. 

Visual data—visuals—include photos, forms, coupons, 
menus, maps, graphics, documents, receipts, tickets, 
and video clips.  

Seeing visuals while hearing reduces transaction time 
and increases accuracy. Comprehension is increased 
by 600% (according to Brain Rules). 

ChoiceView saves the transaction history. Organization has record of entire transaction for ana-
lytics, reporting, and agent/IVR monitoring.  
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USE CASE:  Cable Modem Support and Sales 
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ChoiceView FEATURES ChoiceView BENEFITS 

Organization INSTANTLY sends mobile/browser callers ANY 
visual data in real time while talking/chatting.  

Improves caller satisfaction and first-call resolution. 
Enhances productivity, sales, and  conversion rates.  

Caller instantly sends photos or video clips from the mobile 
app while talking/chatting with agent/IVR. 

Visual information provides better customer, remote 
patient, employee, and technical support. 

Caller SAVES visuals, such as receipts, coupons, tickets, 
diagrams, or instructions, for later use. 

Organization provides immediate support, doesn't 
need to email/mail visuals, and has a record of the 
sent visuals.  

ChoiceView automatically delivers caller’s information BE-
FORE agent/IVR answers. Transfers calls to other agents if 
needed. 

Caller doesn’t repeat information. Provides greater effi-
ciency and less caller frustration. 

ChoiceView automatically recovers dropped data sessions—
caller is reconnected with same agent/IVR.  

Call proceeds with visual data intact. Increases call 
completions and customer satisfaction.  

Cloud-based ChoiceView seamlessly works with existing 
networks, web, and infrastructure.  

No expenditures for new telephony or IT systems. 

Visual data—visuals—include photos, forms, coupons, 
menus, maps, graphics, documents, receipts, tickets, 
and video clips.  

Seeing visuals while hearing reduces transaction time 
and increases accuracy. Comprehension is increased 
by 600% (according to Brain Rules). 

ChoiceView saves the transaction history. Organization has record of entire transaction for ana-
lytics, reporting, and agent/IVR monitoring.  
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